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Summer 2018
SPS ~ Summer Reading: The Natural by Bernard Malamud
Preferred (not required) text:
New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux.
ISBN 13: 978-0-374-50200-3.














 








"In order to understand America, you have to understand baseball" (Alexis d ‘Tocqueville).
Before we start…
Here’s an important disclaimer for those of you who don’t like sports or who don’t know anything about
baseball.
This is not just a book about baseball; this is a book about what it means to be human – to be a man.
(You don’t believe me? Read the last sentence of the Introduction on page xii.)
This is a book about what you want – or, perhaps, what you say you want… and all the other things that seem
to get in the way of your getting what it was you said you wanted.
It’s about goals and objectives – and about forgetting our objectives.
It’s about junior year.

Get the book. I urge you to get a paperback...not an e-book or i-book.
If you get the edition cited above, you will have the advantage of your page numbers matching mine.

If you get a print copy, get a high-lighter. And get a pencil.

Read the book – before school starts in August.
Use the reading guide.
Start with the research I suggest before you read the book so that you will understand the historical references
and mythological allusions.
Next, read 10 or 12 questions, noting the page numbers, and then read the book, looking for the answers to the
questions. High-light the answers in the book and write down some short answers on this reading guide
or on loose leaf in a binder. (You’ll use the binder in class next year.)
All of this is for you – to help you understand and remember what you read.

I will not collect your answers to the reading guide. This guide will help you on quizzes and in
class discussions. You’ll thank me later.



Do a little research.

Who is Babe Ruth?
What kind of childhood did he have?
What position did he start out playing?
What nicknames did he have?
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What kind of on-field and off-field troubles did the Babe have?
What legends do you know about?
Like the time he pointed his bat in the direction in which he was going to hit a homerun?
Or the time a dad asked Ruth to hit a homerun to save his son’s life?
Who is Joe Jackson?
What was his nickname? How did he get it?
What do you know about the 1919 “Black Sox” scandal?
And how was Jackson involved in it?
What do you know about King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table?
What was the name of King Arthur’s sword?

How did he get it?

Who was the Fisher King?
What is the connection between his wound and the welfare of his kingdom?
If you have the preferred paperback, read the Introduction to The Natural (especially pages xi-xii).
What happened to Eddie Waitkus?
Who is Mickey Mantle?
Who is Joe DiMaggio?

OK now read the book…
The Natural ~ “Pre-Game” (pp.1 – 39)
1. Who is the protagonist?

Where is he?

What is significant about the fact that he has no timepiece (3)?
2. Briefly summarize his dream.
What might be the significance of the last four words “to hang on forever” (4)?
3. Why is Roy going to Chicago (5)?
4. Summarize Sam’s dream (10-11). Interpret it.
5. What’s the weird headline and article (13)?
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6. Who was Eddie Waitkus (xi)?
7. Who is Max Mercy (13)?
8. Who is the Whammer (13-14)?
9. What does Sam say about Roy (14-15)?
10. Who is Harriet Bird (15)?
11. What’s with the “shame,” “ambitions,” and “doubts” (17)?
12. What’s the bet (19)?
* The Whammer pointed with his bat to the place he was going to “murder the ball” (24). Who else did that?
13. Identify the allusions/references at the bottom of 25 / top of 26.
14. What is Roy’s “pronouncement” (26)?
15. What is Harriet’s reaction (26)?
16. Complete the line, “Sometimes when I walk down the street…” (27).
17. Explain, “Is that all?” (27).
18. Explain, “What more is there?” (27).
19. Explain, “…he still didn’t know…” (28).
20. What did Roy “tweak” (29)?

What does this reveal about Roy?

21. Who calls Roy in the hotel (33)?
22. Describe the scene when Roy opens the door (34).
23. What does Harriet ask him before she shoots (34)?
24. Why does she ask him that?
Reading Guide Part #2: “Batter Up!” (pp. 39-107)
25. Who is Pop Fisher ?
26. Who is Red Blow ?
27. Which team is this (39)?
28. What’s broken – and, evidently, has been broken for a long time?
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29. Who is the “bastard partner” (40)?
What was the “darkest day” of Pop’s life?
30. Who is Bump?
31. Explain: “He was traveling (on the train that never stopped)…” (41).
32. How old is he (42)?
Explain: “I only recently got back in the game” (42).
33. What’s the name of the team (44)?
OK, guess why…
34. “How’s it look?” Roy asked. “A dream but why the tears” (45).
What’s the play on words with Dizzy’s answer: “A dream”?
Why did Roy have tears in his eyes?
35. Roy hears a voice he recognizes and doesn’t like (48).
Whose voice?

Where did he first hear that voice?

36. Who is Pop’s niece?
Whom is she dating?
37. Why does Roy feel “ashamed to be recognized” (48)?
Why is Roy “soaked in sweat and shame” (51)?
38. What does Roy say when Red asks him, “When are you eating?” (53). [Hmmmm….sound familiar?]
39. What’s ironic about the movie (54)?
40. What does Red want to do for Pop (57)?
What does Red want Roy to give Pop (58)?
41. What was Roy thinking about when he climbed into bed (58)?
42. Fill in the Blanks: The bed felt like it was in __________________. He was headed into a place where
___________________________. He felt a roaring ______________________.
He felt he was walking down the long ___________________________ carrying ___________________.
The knock and _____________________ answered the door….
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43. Roy found himself in a ________________ somewhere in the ______________.
He had a long and satisfying ______________________.
44. Who got into bed with him?

How were her hands and feet?

45. What are the last eight words?
46. What is the name of Roy’s bat (61)?
Where did Roy get his bat (63)?
Where did he get the wood?
47. What does Red want Roy to do to/for Pop (68)?
Why / For what?
48. What did Pop yell to Roy (73)?
49. Fill in the blank: “…he was sick to death of waiting, and tongue-out _________________ to begin” (74).
50. What happened to the ball Roy hit (74)?
What’s on the cover of your book?
What did Roy say to Pop in the locker room (75)?
51. One day after the accident,” what did Pop do for Roy (77)?
52. What did Red Blow say to Pop about Roy (78)?
53. Explain “…a long memory for what he wanted…” (82).
* What does Roy want / What does he hunger for?
54. “So he blazed away for her with his golden bat” (84),
Malamud makes repeated allusions to the legends of King Arthur, the knights of Round Table,
and chivalry from the Middle Ages. Explain the line above in terms of the chivalric concept of courtly
love and a knight winning tournaments and battles for his lady.
55. Roy realized that “a guy needed cash” (88). For what?
How does this become a part of the theme of Roy’s “hunger”?
56 “The love of money is the root of all evil” (93).
Who says this to whom?
Why does he say it?
What is ironic about it?
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Where does the saying come from?
How does Roy respond?
The judge says to Roy that “emphasis on money will pervert your values.”
How might this be foreshadowing and irony?
57. Note the way Roy says, “thirty five thousand,” “twenty five,” “fifteen” (93-95).
What is happening?
58. Note the way the judge talks about “the absence of light,” “fear,” “an exquisite mystical experience”
(94-95). Explain.
* Much of the beauty of the book (for me) and some of the confusion (for you) comes from Malamud’s
dialogue and description of scenes in mystical terms. Keep your eyes (and heart) open….
59. Roy says to the judge, “…you were not building up my good will…” (95).
What does he mean?
How is that ironic?
60. What are the judge’s last words to Roy (96)?
* Keep this in mind as foreshadowing.
61. “’You’ll get yours,’ the beggar said. ‘You too,’ he said to Roy and spat on the sidewalk” (98).
* OK, this probably another example of ___________________________?
* Watch for the repetition – the number of times this phrase is repeated…
62. Who is Gus (99)?
63. “Roy read it (the menu) and although he was hungry couldn’t concentrate on food” (100).
Which word does Malamud keep repeating? Why?
64. “’I got nothing to bet on,’” Roy said, his mouth full of meat and potatoes” (102).
* What is the beauty of this line? (C’mon, what is one of the major themes?)
65. “Maybe someday you might be able to do me a favor” (106).
Who says this to whom?
What literary technique do you think Malamud is using again?

OK, you are half-way through the book. You don’t need a whole bunch of questions to guide your
reading anymore. You know who’s who and what’s what. So, I’m just going to give you key words or
phrases (with page numbers) for you to identify and consider…
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66. jinx (108-109)
67. confusing proposition (111)
68. a dog and a stick (111)

69. DANGER (112)
* water with Iris vs water with Memo
70. Memo’s daddy (113)
71. match her story (114)
72. Don’t touch it. (115, 124)
73. a boy and his dog (116-118, 122-123, 125)
74. suffered (119-120)
75. My boy, if you knew… (121)
76. What am I doing that’s wrong? (126, 129, 133)
77. Red’s advice (127)
78. he was always hungry (131); ravenously hungry (158-159) …unsatisfied…with greater hunger (160)
…hungry for the next (163)
79. You’ll get yours. (131, 208)
80. …keeping her out of his thoughts… (135, 146,) …on his mind (159) * What’s her name?
81. black Cadillac (135)
82. Mike Barney (135-136, 140, 142)
83. black hair, red dress, white flower (137-139, 141-142)

* What’s her name?

84. white dress, bare feet (142-144)
85. * what I think is the most important conversation in the book (143-157)
- had done for him what the other wouldn’t
- hero, heroes

- it happened naturally

- his head in her lap

- my g.d. life
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- the king of them all

* what’s his name?

- a train
- don’t ever hurt me
- experience…suffering…happiness…mystery…
- whose life she wanted to share
- thighs, rump, waist, breasts, golden

- you really are the first

- grandmother / - shoved her back

86. fans, love, / Roy, not love
87. …fame, immortals, true heroes, a natural (163)
88. The waiter (164-165)
89. Say the word, slugger… (168-169)
90. the clock spattered minutes (172)
91. cutout all the danged foolishness. We still need… (173) = foreshadowing
92. Bigger than bump. The ones that are alive. Don’t say… You will forget… going to do to her (174-175)
93. He’s dying for a bite (177) the way you eat (178) why did you get so much of it (178)
Chef ladled it into the plate (180) lobster meat with anchovies, Greek salad, manure (180)
How hungry…a snootful (181) It’s the nest there is (181) s
ix hamburgers…the pangs of hunger…what must I do not to be hungry (182)
don’t eat too much crap (183) hungered in nightmare (187)
94. orphan, grandma, mother, whore, old man (179) didn’t she love you (180)
95. Iris’ letter…the first time…relieved…
96. you’ll be his hero (183)
97. lying naked, turkey drumstick, scrapbook, Bump’s face, unzipped his fly (184)
98. locomotive, extraordinary insight, lightning…shattered gut…picture he had long carried in his mind… (185)
99. raft, green eyed siren, forbidden flame, rotting, one-eyed rat, hero, rush of dirty water (185)
100. scarred and battered body… nobody wanted to be responsible…. stomach pump
unbelievable quantities of bilge (186)
101. good news, bad news (188)
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102. Roy’s delirious dream (189-190)
103. a sickening procession of jobs….loneliness…the only one who came…Memo…Red (191-192)
104. Oh Roy, I can’t stand it any longer (192-196)
105. Judge Goodwill Banner (196-203)
* “The rest is silence.” (199)
* “Woe unto him who calls evil good and good evil.” (203)
106. Iris’ letter (203-204)
107. thirty-five grand not to hit (207)
108. Pop and Roy (208-210)
109. The last game: (210-227)
Otto Zip…Dutch Vogelman…
Memo still in black…
black tom cat in the tub…
When will you grow up…
Wonderboy…
Nobody seemed to be hungry…
He found himself thinking maybe of quitting the deal… weakness…anguished at what he had
promised…
chopped a third foul…white dress standing alone…already who it was…
Max Mercy hot for news (Does Max have any mercy?)…
What have I done..undo them…who could
You never answered…for our boy…wild with love…be my love…
ball three…Wonderboy…Fowler…
Roy saw things with more light…
Roy in full armor, mounted on a black charger….. keeled over
Herman Youngberry…stuh-rike… a bad ball - but the batter leaped
Bum Bailey’s form glowed red on the wall…Otto lit a cigar…
110. The lesson (228-231)
Roy at the grave in the dry earth
Roy in the Judge’s office
Roy never did learn, now…
Roy coulda been a …
Roy at nineteen
Roy, say it ain’t…
Roy wept…

* What’s Hobbs’ first name?
* allusion to Shoeless _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

111. Now that you finished the book, think about the names Malamud uses.
Can you think of any symbolism, significance, irony, or allusions?
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Roy Hobbs
the Whammer
Harriet Bird
the Knights
Wonderboy
Pop Fisher
Bump
Memo Paris
Max Mercy
Judge Goodwill (aka Goodie) Banner
Gus Sands
Iris Lemon
112. For what does Roy hunger? / What does he tell Harriet and Iris that he wants?
What else does Roy want, which gets in the way of what he says he wants?
113. What would you say is the theme of this book?
What lesson or moral do you get from this book?
114. Compare and contrast the three women in Roy’s life:
Harriet
Memo
Iris.
115. Is Roy a hero? Explain your answer.
Do you like Roy? Do you feel sympathetic towards him?
How do you feel about him at the very end of the book?
116. Malamud repeats the line “You’ll get yours” several times. Did Roy “get” what was coming to him?
117. Be prepared to discuss the conversation between Roy and Iris on pages 148 to 153.
High-light the lines you notice as being particularly significant or prophetic.
Which lines speak to you personally?

Be prepared for a scantron test on the book during the first week of class
when we start school in August.
Then be prepared to discuss the novel and to write a couple of papers on the book.

* IF you have a question and/or want help with this, PLEASE, email me: j.pereira@stpauls.com .
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